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When we began the Faith Forward process, I had no idea where it would lead us.
I’m glad I didn’t.
If I had known the plan that our Lord would place before us, I perhaps would
have moved on, thinking it overwhelming, unrealistic, or just “not for us.” Instead, I am happy to share with you this way forward for the Cathedral of Our
Lady of Guadalupe. This pastoral plan is the fruit of countless hours of input,
study, and—most importantly—prayer. It is intended to guide our parish for at
least the next five years.
At its heart is a call to missionary discipleship, a phrase Pope Francis has brought to the front of our
minds. On the one hand, we must grow as disciples of Jesus. But then, not content with keeping it to
ourselves, we must joyfully share it with others, including those who may appear distant or different.
And, of course, we must secure the foundation necessary to live our call.
Along with this plan, you will also find a new organizational structure to lead the way into our future.
The Cathedral is at a unique crossroads—the potential to step boldly into the future intersecting with
the need to adapt to our present reality. Pope Francis anticipated this:
“Pastoral Ministry in a missionary key seeks to abandon the complacent attitude that says:
‘We have always done it this way’. I invite everyone to be bold and creative
in this task of rethinking the goals, structures, style and methods of evangelization
in their respective communities” (The Joy of the Gospel).
“The human heart plans the way, but the Lord directs the steps” (Proverbs 16:9). I am confident that
the Lord has directed us to this new plan, and to this new means of carrying it out. I look forward to
living it with you.
			
			In Christ,
			
			Fr. Wesley Schawe
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Overview
Goal 1

Goal 2

Discipleship

Missionary

“Follow me” Mt. 4:19

“Love one another as I have
loved you” Jn. 13:34

To continually invite all
parishioners to live virtuous
lives in the likeness of Christ
through formation and prayer.

To foster missionary
discipleship by “going out”
to the entire community and
proclaiming the Gospel with
hospitality and service.

Cathedral of Our
Lady of Guadalupe
To form missionary disciples with the
foundation necessary to live and share
the Gospel.

Goal 3

“I wish to encourage the Christian
faithful to embark upon a new chapter
of evangelization marked by this joy,
pointing out new paths for the Church’s
journey in years to come.” Pope Francis
This excerpt from Pope Francis’ Joy of
the Gospel captures perfectly what has
occurred over the course of this pastoral planning process at the Cathedral.
Through numerous meetings, focus
groups and Faith Forward Sunday
it is clear that our parish must move
from a state of maintenance to a state
of mission.
Imagine the Cathedral for a moment:
Yes, there are many good things happening here, but there are many areas
where the parish could improve. Imagine the Cathedral as a place where cultural diversity is understood and celebrated! Imagine the Cathedral having
a thriving elementary school and PSR
program! Imagine all the facilities being in excellent shape with new facilities on the horizon! Finally, imagine
the Cathedral as a parish where you
– all of you – have embraced Christ’s
call to be a missionary, reaching out to
those closest to you and even those on
the peripheries, inviting them into the
faith. This is the vision of our parish
that has been detailed in the following
pages. Please read this plan carefully
and ask yourself where the Lord might
be calling you to work in this plan.

Foundation
“Be not afraid”
Mt. 17:7
To strengthen the human and
temporal resources to ensure the
parish has an opportunity to flourish.
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Goal One
Discipleship
Discipleship
“Now this is eternal life: that
they know you, the only true
God, and Jesus Christ whom
you have sent.” John 17:3
The primary aim of discipleship with Christ is this: to
know Him intimately. First
and foremost, this is done by
giving parishioners opportunities for prayer, and formation. Since the large majority
of the parishioners experience their faith life with Sunday Mass, this is a huge opportunity for improvement.
The Eucharist is the “source
and summit of our faith”, so
if there is any way the experience of the Sunday liturgy
can be improved, it will absolutely be a priority.

“Follow me” Mt. 4:19
To continually invite all parishioners to
live virtuous lives in the likeness
of Christ through
Formation and Prayer.

Enhance the Sunday Experience

Encourage broader youth and adult involvement
where possible
Promote an expanded culture of hospitality
before, during and after Mass
Promote the vision of the Church and parish
from the pulpit
Consider adding a Welcoming Center
Add a children’s Liturgy of the Word for Masses
in Spanish
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1

		Discipleship

Advance the
faith life of ALL
parishioners

Assess formation
opportunities for all
parishioners and determine
the top 3-5 opportunities
that could make the greatest
impact on adult/family
faith lives
Develop a clear
communication and
recruitment plan to capitalize
on these opportunities

Advance the Sacred
Heart Cathedral
Catholic School
mission

Ensure the school has the resources
availabe to provide a Catholic education
second to none
(i.e. add a development function)
Tell the Sacred Heart School story more
effectively, communicating the benefits
of a Catholic education (formation for
eternity, values/virtues, loving Jesus in a
deeper way, prayer throughout
the day, etc.)
Consider how to provide more competitive
compensation for faculty and staff
Conduct a school study to identify what we
do well and the opportunities
for improvement
Study the feasibility of building a new
school or faith formation building on the
parish campus

Develop plans to utilize
small groups in the effective
advancement of the faith
Increase parishioner
participation by fostering a
personal connection between
parishioners and the parish
Grow the Parish School
of Religion by: enlisting/
recruiting and training more
volunteers, considering
how to make PSR available
to youth in grades 3-6,
and examining the current
teaching facilities, studying
the feasibility of building a
new faith formation building
on campus
Identify ways to attract those
youth that are not currently
taking advantage of prayer or
formation opportunities

A major investment in the faith
life of our parish happens when
our parishioners are still young while they are in school. Sacred
Heart School has a tremendous
opportunity to grow by increasing its enrollment through improvement, better communication with alumni and instituting
a more sustainable funding
Apart from Sunday Mass and
school, a final emphasis to
achieve discipleship in the parish is to advance the faith life for
all parishioners. It is inspiring to
see the myriad of groups and activities happening – the problem
is, that in many instances the attendance at these events is low.
There must be a concerted effort
to attract more people to partake
in the opportunities provided by
the parish, specifically by building a personal connection between parishioner and parish.

Consider ways to expand
the reach of Youth Groups,
Parish School of Religion....
Determine even more
effective ways to advance
ALL youth activities beyond
Sacred Heart School and the
Parish School of Religion
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Goal Two
Missionary
“Love one another as I have loved you”
Jn. 13:34
Missonary
“Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations…”
Mt. 28:19
The last words Jesus said to
His Apostles before ascending to heaven were this:
“Go, therefore, and make
disciples of all nations….”
These words are what has
been coined as the “Missionary Mandate.” Jesus did not
give His Church a choice –
He mandated it: we must be
missionary.
While there have been times
where the Cathedral has exercised hospitality, there is
an even greater need for the
parish to be welcoming to
all. In a particular way, due
to our cultural diversity, our
parish is called to unity in
diversity. The many cultures
of our parish are what give it
life and vibrancy. However, it
only maintains that vibrancy
if the cultures also display a
certain oneness as a family.
This oneness, or unity, must
continue to be pursued.
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To foster missionary discipleship by
“going out” to the entire community and
proclaiming the Gospel with
Hospitality and Service.

Foster an
environment of ‘unity
in faith through
cultural diversity’

Encourage participation in
bilingual Masses and promote
more multicultural events
Consider creating a culturally
representative pastoral council
Improve communication of
cultural differences and needs
Provide opportunities for greater
appreciation of cultural diversities
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		Missionary

Build on the parish’s
desire to have a place
with doors wide open
to ALL

Reach out to
those on
the periphery

Develop a plan to specifically
engage families with children
not attending Sacred Heart
School or PSR

Advance the mission of the
Welcoming and
Hospitality ministry
Share the Faith Forward
Pastoral Plan with ALL
parishioners, and provide
ongoing updates as the plan
is implemented

The first word of the above Scripture is “Go.” If we truly are going to respond to Christ’s call, we
must go. We must not just hope
people will come to the parish,
but we are called to actually go
out – to those on the peripheries and invite them into the faith.
The peripheries can mean anyone on the margins – in faith, in
finances, in society. Where ever
they are, we must go out to them.
Finally, when newcomers do
come to our parish, they must
experience an abundance of hospitality. No one should ever walk
out of the Cathedral feeling like
they were not welcome.

Expand parish staff training in
the areas of engagement
and hospitality

Form a team to assess
the needs of the poor, the
immigrants, and all of those on
the periphery
Identify and create paths to
involvement for those on
the periphery
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Goal Three
Foundation
“Be not afraid” Mt. 17:7
Foundation
“For which of you, desiring to
build a tower, does not first
sit down and count the cost,
whether he has enough to complete it?” Luke 14:28
Fortunately, the Cathedral already has laid a steady foundation upon which to build
our dreams. However, if the
parish will continue to grow,
there must be secure resources and structures in place to
support our vision.
The Cathedral has numerous programs occurring,
but if these programs are to
flourish and reach their full
potential, there must be increased communication to all
members of the parish. The
story of the parish and these
opportunities must be told in
an inviting, captivating way.
The same holds true for the
school. The stories of how
our parish and school are
transforming lives in Christ
are beautiful – and they must
be told! Finally, with the rise
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To strengthen the human and temporal
resources to ensure the parish has an
opportunity to flourish.

Enhance
communication to the
parish and
broader community

Develop a comprehensive
communication plan
Consider hiring a communication
director or designating a staff
member the responsibility to handle
communications for the parish
Gain excellence at telling and
promoting the story of the Cathedral
by using both social media and
traditional sources
Promote existing programs and
services by assisting ministry leaders
in getting the word out, improve
attendance with greater knowledge
and/or information, and provide
communication in both
English and Spanish

Modify the
leadership model

Evaluate the parish staff’s
job descriptions and
responsibilities to ensure
the team is in place to fulfill
the Cathedral’s ministry and
effectively implement
Faith Forward
Promote the overall vision
of the parish and the role
all parishioners have in
achieving that vision
Delegate as many day-to-day
responsibilities of the pastor
to staff and/or parish leaders
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Foundation

Improve and expand
the physical structures
that support
our mission
Take steps to ensure
the long-term financial
sustainability of
the parish

Educate parishioners on the
financial position of the parish
Create a fiscal function/team that
helps the parish seek ways to meet
the financial needs of the
Faith Forward vision
Increase transparency by reporting
spending, saving and operational
needs regularly
Expand formation on the gifts of
tithing and almsgiving.

Existing facilities: Ensure they meet
the current needs of the parish
through reviewing and expanding
the facilities maintenance program
and resources, considering some
immediate improvements in the
areas of handicap/elderly parking,
cry room, nursery at the Cathedral,
and evaluating the utilization of all
parish facilities
Growth of facilities: Update the
parish’s master plan for growth
and development of the Cathedral
campus. Capital expansion plan
to ensure it is forward looking.
Assemble a planning team to
evaluate/prioritize capital expansion/
growth needs (along with timing and
costs) that best meet the near and
mid-term needs of the parish and
align with the Faith Forward vision

of digital communication in our
day and age, our communication
efforts need to capitalize on the
various platforms available to
cast as wide as possible reach.
The leadership model of our parish needs to be re-evaluated to see
if there are resources out there to
allow our pastor and other leaders to thrive. Please see the following page for more detail on
the direction of leadership.
A major opportunity for the Cathedral to build an even stronger
foundation lies in the long term
financial sustainability of our
parish. A couple of places to start
include deepening our parishioners’ understanding of giving and
being more transparent about financial status. In addition, considering expanding the finance
team to support a development
function could benefit this effort
as well.
Lastly, the physical buildings that
our parish needs to thrive must
continue to improve. While improving these facilities, it is pertinent that we begin planning
for the future. We must dream
of what the physical structures of
our parish could be and allow all
to see that vision.
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New Leadership Model

NEW POSITION

Communication

NEW POSITION
Director of
Parish
Advancement

Fr. Wesley

with Fr. Aneesh

SHCCS
Principal

SHCCS Faculty
& Staff

Current Organization Chart:
This structure will not facilitate the
implementation of Faith Forward goals.

“And what you have heard from me in the presence of many witnesses entrust to faithful
people who will be able to teach others also.” 2 Tim 2:2
After looking at this plan, you might be saying to yourself: “This plan looks and
sounds great, but how can we actually achieve this vision with the resources we
have?”
Many others have voiced this same concern, and what was echoed time and again was
this: the current leadership of the parish is overwhelmed with their responsibilities.
To alleviate this burden and lay the bricks for a
Pastor
new foundation for the parish, a new leadership
Diocesan Director of
model has been proposed:
Priestly Vocations

Fr. Wesley

Parochial
Vicar
Fr.Aneesh

Current Org Chart:
Sacred Heart School
Lynee Habiger

School Staff
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Administration &
Stewardship
Jodi Lix

Maintenance

Secretaries

Finance Director
Larry Ackerman

Director of Religious
Education
Norma Alvarez

Youth Ministry
David McHugh

Hispanic Ministry
Sr. Maria Antonia Cruz
Sr. Gregoria Bueno
Sr. Yolanda Figueroa

Outreach
Part-time
Sr. Rose Mary Stein

Family Ministry
Part-time
Anne Shaughnessy

EXPANDED ROLE

Facilities

Director of Finance &
Administration

Secretaries
Office Management
IT
Human Resources

NEW POSITION

Family

Director of
Ministry Development
Outreach

Religious
Education

Youth
Ministry

Hispanic
Ministry

This new model does many things for the parish. It…
• Sets a clear 5-6 person leadership team for the pastor
(i.e. improve decision making, prioritization, and visioning)
• Improves maintenance oversight
• Improves stewardship
• Increases pastoral activity
• Improves communication
• Decreases day-to-day responsibilities on the Pastor
• Increases chances of long term sustainability of the school
• Increases enrollment
• Improves staffing
• Improves funding
• Increases leadership effectiveness across the board
• Increases people engaged in the parish

Again, you may be asking, “How can we make this leadership
model a reality?”
To help this new model of leadership in its initial five years, a
small group of parishioners have agreed to assist its funding.
Eventually all the members of the parish will be asked to support
this investment in a vision that has potential and promise.
Here are the positions we are planning to hire in this new model:
• New Director of Parish Advancement
• New Director of Ministry Development
• Expanded Director of Finance and Admin. responsibilities
• New communication role
So, if you are one of those who is a little overwhelmed by the lofty
goals and ideas presented in this plan and are wondering how
they will ever happen in our parish, just remember: together, we
are the answer!
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Where do we go

		from here?
We cannot allow this vision to be a dead letter. Let us work to
make this a living document inspired by the Holy Spirit. Because
we believe that this plan is so important to the flourishing of our
parish in the years to come, we are going into every home to share
it. We are inviting you into this vision because without you, it will
remain just words on a page.
We are inviting you, as parishioners, to do three things as we set
out to achieve this vision:
1) Pray. Please pray for the renewal and growth of our parish. Pray
for these goals, that if it is the Lord’s will we may achieve them.
2) Ask yourself, “How can I play a part in this plan?” Look at your
talents and the opportunities the parish provides for you to get
involved – and then get involved! Choose to be engaged in the life
of the parish through the gifts God has given you.
3) Stay positive. This plan is supposed to take five years to achieve.
If we run into obstacles and roadblocks, we need you to trust in
the Lord, smile even in our failures, and be positive: “There are
Christians whose lives seem like Lent without Easter. I realize, of
course, that joy is not expressed the same way at all times in life,
especially at moments of great difficulty. Joy adapts and changes,
but it always endures, even as a flicker of light born of our personal
certainty that, when everything is said and done, we are infinitely
loved” (Joy of the Gospel, 6).
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